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  Sneakers Rodrigo Corral,Alex French,Howie
Kahn,2017-10-24 Sneakers overdelivers.—GQ One of
this year's coolest books.—Men's Journal The
definitive story of the sneaker universe.—WSJ
Magazine Featuring exclusive interviews with
Virgil Abloh (Off-White), Daniel Bailey, Ronnie
Fieg (Kith), DJ Clark Kent, Serena Williams,
Alexander Wang, Kobe Bryant and many, many others.
Through honesty, intimacy, intelligence, and
swagger, Sneakers amounts to a singular rubber-
soled taxonomy, a global group portrait of a
culture that’s both personal and public, driven by
commitment and curiosity, and sustained by our
definitive cast of storytellers, historians, and
artists. An absolute necessity for design devotees
and sneakerheads of all ages! Sneakers is a
definitive exploration of the cultural phenomenon
of sneakers, now an 85-billion-dollar-a-year
industry. This gift-worthy book features 320 pages
of photos and interviews with industry gurus,
sports legends, and celebrities in a stunning
package created by celebrated designer Rodrigo
Corral. The book’s carefully-curated list of
participants takes readers to the center of the
action. Edson Sabajo, owner of Amsterdam’s seminal
sneaker boutique, Patta, leads a sneaker hunt that
starts in the back-alleys of Philadelphia and ends
in the Middle East. Jeff Staple, designer of a
pair of sneakers that resells for $6000, recalls
the sneaker riot his design kicked off on the
Lower East Side of Manhattan in 2005. Jim Riswold
dishes on making commercials with Michael Jordan.
Ronnie Fieg explains the collaborative magic of
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KITH. Adidas’s Rachel Muscat and Jon Wexler get
philosophical about their star collaborator, Kanye
West. Nike’s legendary Tinker Hatfield takes a
glimpse into the future. Professional tennis
player Serena Williams shares an exclusive reveal.
And much, much more. From its arresting cover
design and thought-provoking interiors to the
unprecedented depth of its first-person accounts,
Sneakers is an absolute must-have for sneaker
lovers and anyone who is interested in design,
creative process, street culture, branding,
entrepreneurship, art and fashion.
  Art & Sole ,2012-01-18 In recent years the
sneaker scene has exploded with artist and
designer collaborations. These specialist shoes
are produced as short runs, using innovative or
luxury materials, and often have bespoke
packaging. Some even push the design of the shoes
themselves, creating hybrids or new incarnations
of classic designs. Focusing exclusively on
contemporary, cutting-edge sneaker design, Art &
Sole sets out to explore and to celebrate the
creative side of sneaker culture showing the best
and most original rarities and collaborations.
These are not shoes that can be found in your
average sports store. This book is a must for any
enthusiast of sneaker design or collector of the
shoes themselves.
  Crazy Sweet Creations Ann Reardon,2021-06-15 How
to Cook That Dessert Cookbook: Pastries, Cakes and
Sweet Creations “How to Cook That is the most
popular Australian cooking channel in all the
world, and it’s not hard to see why.” ―PopSugar
Editors' pick: Best Cookbooks, Food & Wine #1 Best
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Seller in Chocolate Baking, Confectionary
Desserts, Pastry Baking, Garnishing Meals, Holiday
Cooking, Main Courses & Side Dishes, Cookies,
Cooking by Ingredient, and Pie Baking Offering a
fun-filled step-by-step dessert cookbook, Ann
Reardon teaches you how to create delicious and
impressive pastries, cakes and sweet creations.
Join food scientist Ann Reardon, host of the
award-winning YouTube series How to Cook That, as
she explores Crazy Sweet Creations. An
accomplished pastry chef, Reardon draws millions
of baking fans together each week, eager to learn
the secrets of her extravagant cakes, chocolates,
and eye-popping desserts. Her warmth and sense of
fun in the kitchen shines through on every page as
she reveals the science behind recreating your own
culinary masterpieces. For home cooks and fans who
love their desserts, cakes, and ice creams to look
amazing and taste even better. Take your culinary
creations to influencer status. You’ll also: Learn
to make treats that get the whole family cooking
Create baked goods that tap into beloved pop
culture trends Impress guests with beautiful
desserts Readers of dessert cookbooks like Dessert
Person, Sally's Cookie Addiction, Tartine,
Mastering the Art of French Cooking, Joshua
Weissman: An Unapologetic Cookbook, or 100 Cookies
will love How to Cook That: Crazy Sweet Creations.
  Sneakers x Culture: Collab Elizabeth
Semmelhack,2019-10-29 A celebration of the great
sneaker collaborations that have reimagined the
shoe, elevating this most practical of footwear
into the realm of wearable art. The ubiquitous
sneaker is the canvas upon which so many defiers
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of convention--artists, musicians, athletes, and
celebrities--have sought to make their mark and
through the sneaker contribute to a unique
identity and attitude among sneakerheads
everywhere. Collected here are the best sneaker
collaborations with the biggest makers--Adidas,
Converse, Nike, Puma, Reebok--featuring nearly one
hundred famous, infamous, and lesser-known
partnerships. Museum-quality studio photographs of
each sneaker are accompanied by visuals collected
from the archives of sneaker makers, as well as
ephemera such as design sketches and drawings
illustrating the creative process. Author
Elizabeth Semmelhack has conducted interviews with
many collaborators, including an extensive Q&A
with Chris Hill, design manager of Reebok, who has
worked with Pyer Moss, Cam'ron, and many others.
In her introduction, Semmelhack explores the
history of collaborations, starting at the
beginning with Jack Purcell, whose sneakers remain
virtually unchanged today. More than eighty
sneaker collaborations are featured, including
Virgil Abloh (ten styles!), KAWS, Pharrell
Williams, Bobbito Garcia, Damien Hirst, Jeremy
Scott, Eminem, Supreme, Chanel, Missoni, Rihanna,
Missy Elliott, Dr. Woo, and Fear of God.
  Papertoy Monsters Brian Castleforte,2010-12-29 A
breakthrough paper-folding book for kids—paper
airplanes meet Origami meets Pokemon. Papertoys,
the Internet phenomenon that’s hot among graphic
designers and illustrators around the world, now
comes to kids in the coolest new book. Created and
curated by Brian Castleforte, a graphic designer
and papertoy pioneer who rounded up 25 of the
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hottest papertoy designers from around the world
(Indonesia, Japan, Australia, Italy, Croatia,
Chile, even Jackson, Tennessee), Papertoy Monsters
offers 50 fiendishly original die-cut designs that
are ready to pop out, fold, and glue. The book
interleaves card stock with paper stock for a
unique craft package; the graphics are colorful
and hip, combining the edginess of anime with the
goofy fun of Uglydolls and other collectibles.
Plus each character comes with its own back-story.
And the results are delicious: meet Pharaoh Thoth
Amon, who once ruled Egypt but is now a mummy who
practices dark magic in his sarcophagus. Or Zumbie
the Zombie, who loves nothing more than a nice
plate of brains and yams. NotSoScary, a little
monster so useless at frightening people that he
has to wear a scary mask. Yucky Chuck, the
lunchbox creature born in the deepest depths of
your school bag. Plus Zeke, the monster under your
bed, Nom Nom, eater of cities, and Grumpy Gramps,
the hairy grandpa monster with his very own
moustache collection.
  Virgil Abloh. Nike. ICONS Virgil
Abloh,2021-01-05 Bringing together all the greats-
-from Air Jordan 1 to Air Presto--Nike and Virgil
Abloh reinvent sneaker culture with the
collaborative project The Ten and redesign 10
sneaker icons. Experience engineering ingenuity
and Abloh's investigative design process: each
shoe is a piece of industrial design, a readymade
sculpture, and a wearable all at once.
  Swoosh J. B. Strasser,1993-04-28 The
unauthorized national-bestselling sensation
revealing the absorbing story of the rise, fall,
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and recovery of Nike, by a former employee and a
Los Angeles Times reporter.
  Complex Presents: Sneaker of the Year Complex
Media, Inc.,2020-10-20 In 1985, Nike released
Michael Jordan’s first sneaker, the Air Jordan 1,
and sneaker culture was born. Now thousands of
people wait in line at Supreme, and companies
throw millions of dollars at LeBron James to keep
him in their marketing plans. The trend that saw
steady growth for decades with the emergence of
sports, hip-hop, and sportswear advertising has
exploded into a phenomenon. And no one has watched
that phenomenon more closely than Complex. Sneaker
of the Year explores the past 35 years of sneaker
culture with the expertise, authority, and passion
that only Complex can offer. With vibrant
photographs and illustrations throughout, as well
as input from some of the sneaker world’s most
important voices, this compilation is a must-have
for hypebeasts and sneakerheads everywhere.
  Where'd You Get Those? ,2024-04-02 Documenting
more than 400 pairs of sneakers in a highly
illustrated, chronological format, this expanded
edition includes new sneakers, as well as a new
foreword, introduction, and afterword.
  Shoe Dog Phil Knight,2016-04-26 In this instant
and tenacious New York Times bestseller, Nike
founder and board chairman Phil Knight “offers a
rare and revealing look at the notoriously media-
shy man behind the swoosh” (Booklist, starred
review), illuminating his company’s early days as
an intrepid start-up and its evolution into one of
the world’s most iconic, game-changing, and
profitable brands. Bill Gates named Shoe Dog one
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of his five favorite books of 2016 and called it
“an amazing tale, a refreshingly honest reminder
of what the path to business success really looks
like. It’s a messy, perilous, and chaotic journey,
riddled with mistakes, endless struggles, and
sacrifice. Phil Knight opens up in ways few CEOs
are willing to do.” Fresh out of business school,
Phil Knight borrowed fifty dollars from his father
and launched a company with one simple mission:
import high-quality, low-cost running shoes from
Japan. Selling the shoes from the trunk of his car
in 1963, Knight grossed eight thousand dollars
that first year. Today, Nike’s annual sales top
$30 billion. In this age of start-ups, Knight’s
Nike is the gold standard, and its swoosh is one
of the few icons instantly recognized in every
corner of the world. But Knight, the man behind
the swoosh, has always been a mystery. In Shoe
Dog, he tells his story at last. At twenty-four,
Knight decides that rather than work for a big
corporation, he will create something all his own,
new, dynamic, different. He details the many risks
he encountered, the crushing setbacks, the
ruthless competitors and hostile bankers—as well
as his many thrilling triumphs. Above all, he
recalls the relationships that formed the heart
and soul of Nike, with his former track coach, the
irascible and charismatic Bill Bowerman, and with
his first employees, a ragtag group of misfits and
savants who quickly became a band of swoosh-crazed
brothers. Together, harnessing the electrifying
power of a bold vision and a shared belief in the
transformative power of sports, they created a
brand—and a culture—that changed everything.
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  Tread Lightly Peter Larson,Bill Katovsky,2012-06
Explains why running injuries are so common,
examining running form, running shoe design, and
training, and includes insights on such topics as
the evolution of running, stress-related injuries,
and the advantages of barefoot running.
  Sneaker Freaker. The Ultimate Sneaker Book!
Martin Holz,2018-10 Every Sneaker Story Worth
Telling! A 15-year anthology of cult magazine
Sneaker Freaker When self-acclaimed Sneakerhead
Simon Woody Wood decided to pursue his love of
sneakers--and freebie footwear--with a
publication, the mighty Sneaker Freaker was born.
From its punk fanzine style first edition in 2002
to today's slick print and online operation, the
independent magazine has remained at the fore of
the global sneaker scene, documenting every
collab, limited edition, retro reissue,
Quickstrike, custom shoe and more, with raw,
fastidious passion. This massive anthology
celebrates 15 years of Sneaker Freaker, featuring
the magazine's finest pages together with over 130
pages of expert sneaker content never seen before.
As funny and serious, meaningful and pointless at
the same time as the magazine's own ethos, the
book packs in more than 650 pages of dense insider
knowledge, hundreds of beautiful photos, as well
as Woody's own obsessional observations. The book
rollicks through some 100 years of sneaker
history, documenting Air Max, Air Force, All
Stars, Dapper Dan, Michael Jordan, Reebok Pump,
and Nike Skateboarding, alongside more obscure
treasures like Troop, SPX, and Vision Street Wear.
All the major sneaker moments are all there, from
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Kanye to adidas Futurecraft, Nike Air Force 1 to
New Balance, as well as landmark collabs, leading
advertising campaigns, and crux talking points,
not least Nike vs adidas. All Sneaker Freaker
pages have been meticulously redesigned for this
book edition, with fresh updates bringing every
story up to speed, while preserving the charm of
the original prose. Through all the limited
editions, customs, retro reissues, and samples,
this is the definitive source of sneaker knowledge
you'll love as hard as your Beaters. The most
definitive sneaker culture magazine on the planet!
-- MTV
  Revival: an Introduction to Yoga (1933) Claude
Bragdon,2018-03-14 Account of the origins, history
and practice of Yoga from the viewpoint of someone
who is learned, but is not himself a practicioner.
  Out of the Box Elizabeth Semmelhack,2015-07-07 A
groundbreaking traveling exhibition, Out of the
Box showcases sneakers, from the mid-nineteenth
century to sports performance breakthroughs, to
present-day cultural icons. Drawn from the
collection of the Bata Shoe Museum and significant
private collectors, museums, and
archives—including adidas AG, Converse Archives,
Kosow Sneaker Museum, Nike Archives, Northampton
Museums and Art Gallery, and Reebok Archives—this
selection is richly contextualized with interviews
and essays by design innovators, sneaker
collectors, and cultural historians, creating a
backdrop of the technical innovation, fashion
trends, social history, and marketing campaigns
that shaped the form over the past two centuries.
Out of the Box includes sneakers ranging from an
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1860 spiked running shoe, a pair of 1936 track
shoes, Air Jordans I–XX3, the original Air Force
1, and early Adidas Superstars to contemporary
sneakers by prominent figures including Damien
Hirst, Jeremy Scott, Jeff Staple, and Kanye West.
The book also highlights sneakers and prototype
drawings that span the career of Nike sneaker
design legend Tinker Hatfield, making this the
definitive illustrated history of sneaker culture.
  Daily STEM Chris Woods,2020-09-07 From The
Author: Has your school added a STEM class, or are
you hoping to build more STEM into your school
community? Buying a bunch of 3D printers and robot
kits is a good start, but what does a sustainable
STEM learning culture look like? This book will
challenge you to think past the Daily STEM acronym
and think about what it means to build a culture
of STEM thinking in your school. You'll find
plenty of practical tips and examples to make STEM
relevant for every kid and infuse it into every
classroom and every home in your community.
Editorial Reviews: STEM can seem like such a big
challenge for teachers and school leaders alike.
We all want students engaged in meaningful, hands-
on learning. But where do we begin? Start with
Daily STEM. This awesome gift to educators by
author Chris Woods is packed full of practical,
logical, and easy steps teachers can and should
take to bring STEM to life. It's like having Chris
right there coaching you, helping you find STEM in
everyday life. Daily STEM will have you building a
culture of STEM in your school or classroom and
bringing relevant learning to life. Darrin M
Peppard, Ed.D. - Superintendent - Author of Road
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To Awesome - Renaissance Hall of Fame Chris' book
Daily STEM is exactly what every teacher needs to
promote curiosity and hands-on learning in the
classroom. He prompts critical thinking and offers
experiences that are fun and engaging for
students. It is packed full of cool ideas and STEM
inspiration-a must read!!! Jacie Maslyk - Educator
- Author - STEM Enthusiast I absolutely love Daily
STEM!! You will never be able to look at the world
the same way after you read this gem! Hundreds of
ideas will swirl through your head after each
page. If you are searching for your teaching
style, here it is: curiosity and connections. This
is a book you will read more than once. Chris's
personal stories will put a smile on your face as
you reflect on your own stories. WOW Factor!!
Epic! Dr. Frank Rudnesky - Educator - Author -
Speaker - Consultant Daily STEM is a book I would
normally have an aversion to! Teachers either love
the idea of STEM, or they run as fast as they can
when they hear the term. I used to run! Daily Stem
offered me significant insight into so many ways
educators can continue to provide STEM
instruction/ideas and exploration across content
areas and beyond the classroom walls. The Q and A
style made Daily Stem an easy read. It also
provided opportunity to revisit a question -and
the answer- quite readily. A noisy classroom is a
collaborative classroom. A messy classroom is an
inventing classroom, sums up best practice and is
a powerful reminder as we plan for the new school
year! Dr. Lori Koerner - K-12 Administrator for
Curriculum, Instruction & Professional Personnel
  PreachersNSneakers Ben Kirby,2021-04-27 Founder
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of the phenomenon social media account
PreachersNSneakers tackles how faith, capitalism,
consumerism, and (wannabe) celebrity have collided
and asks both believers and nonbelievers alike:
how much is too much? What started as a joke
account on Instagram has turned into a movement.
Through this provocative project, the founder of
PreachersNSneakers is helping thousands of Jesus
followers wrestle with the inevitable dilemmas
created by our Western culture obsessed with image
and entertainment. In PreachersNSneakers:
Authenticity in an Age of For-Profit Faith and
(Wannabe) Celebrities, Ben Kirby approaches many
of the difficult questions plaguing countless
Christians’ minds, presenting experiences and
input from both sides of difficult questions, such
as: Should pastors grow wealthy off of religion,
and can their churches ever be too large? Do we
really believe that divine blessings are monetary,
or is that just religious wallpaper to hide our
own greed? Is there space in Christendom for
celebrities like Kanye and Bieber to exist without
distorting the good news? What about this: Is it
wrong for someone—even wrong for author Ben
Kirby—to call out faith leaders online and
leverage “cancel culture” to affect change?
PreachersNSneakers will navigate these challenging
questions and many more with humor, wit, candor,
and a few never-before-published hijinks. Each
chapter will explore the various sides of the
debate, holding space for us to make up our own
minds. This book is not about finding the perfect,
“right” way to do something, but instead learning
how to articulate what we believe, why we believe
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it, and what to do when we want to stand up
against cultural norms. This book will doubtlessly
become a staple for church small groups, college
ministries, and book clubs, emboldening struggling
believers who want to live a more genuine faith.
After all, the Lord works in mysterious colorways.
  The Sneaker Coloring Book Henrik Klingel,Daniel
Jarosch,2010-05-26 A coloring book for grown-ups,
The Sneaker Coloring Book is a collection of 100
black and white line drawings of popular sneaker
designs, shown in side view, to color, alter, or
customize. The models featured are 100of the most
popular designs from 1916 to the present day from
18 major brands including Adidas, Converse, New
Balance, Nike, Onitsuka Tiger, Puma, Reebok, and
Vans. Brand, model name, launch date, and category
are listed for each sneaker. The drawings are
printed on high-quality drawing paper and the
pages are perforated so that a drawing can be
removed once completed. Taking a fun and highly
original approach to sneaker culture, the book
will appeal to anyone who likes to color and
customize their sneakers, to fashion and footwear
designers, illustrators, graphic designers and,
above all, to the sneaker fanatics who want to own
every book about their favorite subject.
  Love Your Age Barbara Grufferman,2018 Love Your
Age is the ultimate guide to looking and feeling
your best, whether you're 45 or 65. In these
colorful pages, lifestyle expert Barbara Hannah
Grufferman reveals more than 100 easy-to-adopt
healthy habits, empowering you to make positive
choices that will lead to a longer, happier life-
one small step at a time. From health and wardrobe
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to work and relationships, each action will steer
you toward a personal goal, whether it's eating
better, conquering menopause, keeping your brain
sharp, or rebooting your sex life. Fun,
innovative, and practical, this go-to resource
will inspire you to live your best life yet.
  Sole Provider Robert Jackson,2002 Looks at
Nike's most memorable shoes, campaigns, athletes,
moments, andelationship with basketball throughout
the years.
  Agent You Nicole Lynn,2021-07-13 What does it
take to achieve your personal and professional
goals? When is the right time to take calculated
risks, and how do you prepare for the moment when
opportunity presents itself? If anyone can show
you how to do this, it’s Nicole Lynn. As the first
Black female agent to represent a top three NFL
draft pick, Nicole worked her way from childhood
poverty to become a Wall Street financial analyst,
then attorney, and now top agent to elite athletes
and entertainers. In a male-dominated profession,
her success was earned through a combination of
hard work, preparation, self-advocacy, tenacity,
and faith. In this book, Nicole reveals her
incredible journey and how she got where she is
today. -Gabrielle Union (from the foreword) Agent
You shares Nicole’s key strategies for creating a
plan and executing it, even in the face of self-
doubt and external obstacles. In Agent You, Nicole
will teach you how to: Discover and stay focused
on your purpose. Develop your personal brand and
advocate for yourself. Prepare for big
opportunities. Land your dream job. Manage your
workload and still prioritize self-care. Each
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chapter includes exercises to help you implement
the strategies presented, so you can start working
toward your goals today. You define what success
looks like, unlock a plan to succeed on your own
terms. What will your legacy be? Regardless of
what life’s challenges you face, everyone can own
their success story and walk in their purpose --
and Nicole believes you are your best agent.
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Air Force 1 Athletic
Shoe Paper Toy.jpg, but
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